Authorized Interface for AutoTrac™ System

GREEN FIT

Smart
Authorized
ISO compatible
Farm operations often depend on multiple brands of equipment to efficiently meet the challenges at hand. GREEN FIT is the interface to the AutoTrac™ system for third party vehicles which has been mutually developed with and authorized by John Deere. There it can be used as a fully integrated ISO compatible automatic steering system.

**Authorized interface**

Each platform is run through an intensive test procedure that fulfills John Deere’s quality and engineering standards while maintaining vehicle safety, warranty and functionality.

All parameters in the vehicle are stored in the software and are available for all GREEN FIT users with the next update. The burden of learning and converting to a new steering system is eliminated.

The vehicle is selected via a specific operation screen and its configuration and matching parameters are transferred to the AutoTrac™ system. Because of the intensive cooperation with the manufacturers of the third party vehicles, it is guaranteed that the latest developments are continuously applied and available for the long-term.

GREEN FIT gets connected to the steering interface of the vehicle and communicates directly via ISOBUS with the GreenStar™ terminal. GREEN FIT works with all GS3 and GS4 displays.

The complete ISO functionality is provided according to the activation. AutoTrac™ takes over the third party vehicle with all its functions and features in the same extent as in a John Deere vehicle. GREEN FIT is available via the Reichhardt sales partners and also at many John Deere dealerships which guarantees both the service of the Reichhardt customer service representatives and the local dealer specialists.

In the future GREEN FIT will allow the combination of AutoTrac™ with the sensors for row guidance by Reichhardt.

The list of vehicles which can use GREEN FIT is continuously updated online:

http://www.reichhardt.com/GREEN-FIT_EN.html

**Advantages**

- Complete AutoTrac™ functionality on qualified third party vehicles
- Mutually developed with John Deere
- ISOBUS compatible
- In the future upgradeable with guidance via sensors
- Simple installation

**Practical Benefits**

Familiar AutoTrac™ performance on a variety of vehicles

**GREEN FIT-Components by Reichhardt**

- GREEN FIT – Main harness
- GREEN FIT – Controller
- Vehicle specific harness
- Fitting material

**Required John Deere components**

StarFire™ Receiver 3000/6000
GreenStar™ Display with AutoTrac™ Activation 1800/2630/4640
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